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Dear dad,

March 11th, 2016

Thank you for coming to my student led Noun - Plural . I am Adjective this letter to explain to you

what school is like for me. I will tell you what a typical day is like for me, how things are going academically,

and my goals for improvement.

I get to school around 8:30 and get my stuff together then hang out with Noun - Plural in the

Adjective area before school starts then go to class.

The classes that i do have are: science, L.A, social, math, PE, rec ed, L.D.E, and band. The order on an a day is

band, gym, science, L.A, social, and math. And the order on a b day is rec ed, L.D.E, science, L.A, social, and

math.

At lunch i eat in kwasny`s room then go outside to play infection with my friends. And with the rare occasion of

me staying in for Noun .

After



school i get my stuff together as fast as i can then usually text you to stay at the Noun and then either go

to the Noun or go straight home. The Adjective home is about half an hour.

The challenges i have at school are mainly Noun and paying Noun in class. The most

challenging class is social studies because of how rude mrs.kwasny is and how boring the class is.

My goals are mainly focused on completing and handing in homework on time, improving my tidiness, and

paying more attention in class. My long term goal is to graduate and go to a good college and learn mechanics,

arts, and maybe Noun MAYBE.

To end, I would like to thank you for coming to my student led conferences. And paying attention for the

Noun
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